
Monday 22nd June 2020

Sharing a Shell

Click on the link to watch the video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
VpJumAZx1t8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpJumAZx1t8


Monday 22nd June 2020

Sharing a Shell Activation questions:

How many snails does the crab 
meet? What colour were they?

Why did the crab scuttle inside a 
shell?

You can use the story word mat to help you 
if you like.



L.O: To use the conjunction word because

When do we use because? To connect two sentences

Look at this sentence:
Amy went shopping. She needed to buy bread.

Why did Amy go shopping?

Amy went shopping because she needed to buy bread.

The next word doesn’t need to start 
with a capital letter.



Your turn to practise:

Rewrite the sentences connecting them with because in the middle.

1. Tom likes school. He has lots of friends.

2. Sara wins a prize. She entered a competition.

3. Jenny eats chocolate everyday. She likes it.

4. We will have a party. It's my birthday.



Your task:

The tiny hermit crab loves his new shell and doesn’t want 
to share it at first in the story.

Have you got a favourite toy that you really love and 
find it hard to share?

Can you draw a picture of it and write a few sentences 
about what makes it special to you?

E.g. My favourite toy is my big blue teddy bear because 
it was given to me on my first birthday. I find it hard to 
share my bear because he is very special to me.



Don’t forget:

My favourite toy is my big blue teddy bear, Mr Snuggles 
because it was given to me on my first birthday. I find it hard 
to share my bear because he is very special to me.

Capital letter at 
the beginning of 
the sentence. 

Capital letter for a 
name

Using because to 
connect my 
sentences.

Full stop to end my 
sentence. 



Tuesday 23rd June 2020

Sharing a Shell

Click on the link to watch the video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
VpJumAZx1t8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpJumAZx1t8


Tuesday 23rd June 2020

Sharing a Shell

Activation questions:

What was the bright purple blob?

What did the Blob do to rescue the 
crab from the green fish?



L.O: To use and to join ideas

When do we use and? To join together words or ideas.

Look at this question and answer:

Who is coming to the party?
James. Mia.

We can join the answers together with the word and.

Who is coming to the party?
James and Mia.



Your turn to practise:

Rewrite the answers, joining them with an and.

What are we going to eat?
Jelly. Ice cream.

What games will we play?
Pass the parcel. Musical statues.

What will we have at my party?
Juice. Cake



Your task:

In the story, the hermit crab shares his home with his 
friends.

Who do you share your home with?

Can you draw a picture of your home and write about 
who lives in it with you?

E.g. I share my home with my Mum and my dad and my 
two sisters.



Don’t forget:

I share my home with my mum and my dad and my two sisters.

Capital letter at 
the beginning of 
the sentence. 

Using and to join 
ideas.

Full stop to end my 
sentence. 



Super Challenge

Can you use adjectives? 

Remember these are describing words that make your 
writing interesting!

Try to use some adjectives to maybe describe people’s 
hair and the objects around your house. 

E.g. I live in a flat and it has two black shiny sofas. My 
bedroom has blue long curtains. I live with my mum who 
has short curly brown hair.



Wednesday 24th June 2020

Sharing a Shell

Click on the link to watch the video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
VpJumAZx1t8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpJumAZx1t8


Wednesday 24th June 2020

Sharing a Shell
Activation questions:

What was the brush thing that was 
trying to get into the shell?

How did the Brush worm help the 
crab?



L.O: To use conjuctions words because, and

When do we use and? To join together words or ideas.

Look back at the previous slides to remind you of examples 
of using and or because.

When do we use because? To connect two sentences



Your task:

The bristle worm is really good at looking after the shell 
and keeping it clean, to make it feel like home for his 
friends.

Can you write a few sentences about how you help take 
care of your home and why?

E.g. I help my mum wash the dishes and dust the room 
because I like helping my mum and it keeps the house 
clean.



Don’t forget:

I help my mum wash the dishes and dust the room because I 
like helping my mum and it keeps the house clean.

Capital letter at 
the beginning of 
the sentence. 

Using and to 
join ideas

Full stop to end my 
sentence. 

Using because to 
connect my 
sentences.



Thursday 25th June 2020

Sharing a Shell

Click on the link to watch the video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
VpJumAZx1t8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpJumAZx1t8


Reflecting

Today we are going to take a look at the answers for the 
activation questions you did on Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday.

Activation questions:

• How many snails does the crab meet? What colour were they?
4 – They were red, green, purple, orange on pages 1-2

• Why did the crab scuttle inside a shell?
The crab saw a gull with a wide open beak and he thought he 
may be eaten!



Reflecting

• What was the bright purple blob?

It was an anemone not a bright purple blob

• What did the Blob do to rescue the crab from the green 
fish?

Blob used his tentacles to sting the fish on its nose.



Reflecting

• What was the brush thing that was trying to get into the 
shell?

It was a Bristleworm not a brush.

• How did the Brush worm help the crab?

Brush would suck up the scraps and keep the shell lovely 
and clean.



Check your writing using this checklist.
Once you are happy with it, 
email your edited writing to us at: 

learning@wembleyprimary.brent.sch.uk

Don’t forget to include your name and 
class in your email.

Reflecting Were there any questions that you got 
wrong?

Was there anything you found too 
difficult?

Look over your work from the last 3 days 
and edit your work

mailto:learning@wembleyprimary.brent.sch.uk


Super Challenge

The rockpool is a habitat where the 3 sea creatures in 
the story live.

Can you research different rockpool creatures and find 
out what other sea creatures like to live there too?

Please click on the link above to find out more about the 
different animals we can find in the rockpools.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zpfnvcw

You can use the Rockpool Research Worksheet if you like

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zpfnvcw


Friday 26th June 2020

Review: Last week you read Stickman

Complete the Stickman True 
or False questions.

Click on the link to watch the 
video: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer
/episode/b06t09rk/stick-man

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b06t09rk/stick-man


Spelling Challenge

Get an adult to help you with your spelling test. Can you spell all 10 
words correctly?

• house
• looked
• very
• this
• are
• with
• there
• about
• then
• very


